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context
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peer observation program

recently revived; I’m 
in charge of 
coordinating

group of 12 
teaching librarians; 
rotate pairs every 

semester

organized, but not 
rigid



motivation

● Got feedback that 
observation feedback 
could be more useful
○ Communicating 

empathetically and 
effectively ≠ broad praise

● Realized we hadn’t done a 
lot of practice



the exercise 
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Go over 
characteristics 

of effective 
feedback

After 
observation, 

give feedback 
to instructor

Introduce instructional 
context and 

“requested” areas of 
feedback

Identify 
characteristics of 

effective feedback in 
others’ feedback
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Credit: Tell me so I can hear you: A developmental approach to feedback for educators, Eleanor 
Drago-Severson and Jessica Blum-DeStefano, Harvard Education Press, 2017
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Instructional context:
Teaching a lesson to upper-level high school students 
about Romeo & Juliet

Areas of feedback requested:
1. How well do I turn “wrong” answers into learning 

opportunities?
2. How are students participating? How could I make 

participation more equitable and productive?
3. How well am I making space for perspectives other 

than my own?



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8EgdYCTQyts
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1d4P9Hu1pjrHL7KJvk0BHXWi9PW81REdpvZCdFGVGUbQ/edit


why?
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We hadn’t practiced the 
skill! 

modeling

asking for specific 
feedback

practice



Why this video?

● Someone we don’t have a 
relationship with

● Included mostly “bad” 
teaching for more 
interesting feedback

● Fictional teacher that 
people wouldn’t be 
attached to



● Having to identify what 
was good about the 
feedback

● Practicing phrasing
● Short enough to do 

synchronously
● Took personal 

relationships out of the 
feedback process

What worked 
well



● Not an authentic example 
to our context

● The romantic undertones 
were too much to overlook 
for some

● Some people don’t enjoy 
pop culture examples

What didn’t 
work as well



reflection
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think/share

Where in your 
role/environment do 
you give or receive 

feedback, especially in 
terms of instruction?

Is there anything 
you would add to 
the guidelines for 
effective feedback 

(slide 7)?

What parts of this 
exercise might you 
adapt for your own 
context? How would 

you change it for your 
own context?
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CREDITS: This presentation template was created by Slidesgo, 
including icons by Flaticon, and infographics & images by Freepik

Thanks! 
Questions?
Please feel free to contact me:
elizabethg@claremont.edu

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr

